PRIVATE EVENTS AT LA CAVE CAFE TERROIR OR INTIMATE DINNERS WITHIN OUR 4 CELLARS
DISCOVER OUR OFFERS!

Birthday, Wedding, Parties, Dinner with family or friends,
Corporate meals or other occasions,

The CAFÉ TERROIR & LA CAVE CAFÉ TERROIR will adapt to your likings to
offer you a warm and friendly experience around good local products!

Our team will have the pleasure of welcoming you.

PRIVATE PARTIES
GROUND FLOOR OF LA CAVE CAFÉ TERROIR

You want to organize an event around good products in an exceptional place in the heart of Lyon?

The

CAFÉ

TERROIR

offers

you

a

This space can accommodate

wonderful time by privatizing LA
CAVE CAFÉ TERROIR for all types
of events.

The Ground floor of La Cave Café
Terroir can be privatized according

up to 45 people

for your cocktail parties

to our availability and only with
booking.

ABOUT LA CAVE CAFÉ TERROIR
Whether you wish to have a cocktail party or a seated dinner, we can arrange the space
according to your needs and the type of event.
The friendly atmosphere of this place will guarantee you a warm and taylor-maide evening.

OUR CELLARS
We have 4 cellars arranged & located underneath La Cave Café Terroir and Restaurant Café Terroir.
These spaces are available upon reservation. Each of our cellars can accommodate up to 10 guests maximum.
The unique and subdued atmosphere is ideal for an intimate meal surrounded by our selection of wines and ancient stone walls.
A unique experience to live with friends or family, and for any occasion!

OUR CELLARS
UNDER LA CAVE CAFÉ TERROIR

CELLAR 1

CELLAR 2

OR

UNDER THE CAFÉ TERROIR RESTAURANT

CELLAR 3

CELLAR 4

It is possible to book both cellars to accomodate up
to 20 guests!
You will be seated on two separate tables,
which will be close to each other

YOUR MENU
Together, we would choose the dishes from our selection:
Boiled egg, with beaufort
"Colette" Ham bites, Honey Mustard Sauce
Homemade Terrines
Pistachio Sausage with Red Wine Sauce
Bresse chicken, Domaine de la Pérouse
Beef rib "AUBRAC"
Beef rib "SALERS"
Gâteau Lyonnais®
Chocolat Mousse, Valrhona
Tarte aux pralines

We would then determine a selection of wines
from our 1200 references.

Rhône
Valley,
Beaujolais,
Champagne, Savoie...

Regional fruit
cocktails.

juices,

local

Burgundy,

beers,

and

CONTACT-US
For any booking request, please write to us at the following address:

contact@cafeterroir.fr

We will respond carefully as soon as possible

SEE YOU SOON AT THE CAFÉ TERROIR!

